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SECTION-A (1 Mark)
1. Explain ‘Nationalism’ in Indian literature.
2. Mention any two impacts of English studies on India.
3. What is Tagore’s message in song 63?
4. Name any two literary works of Tagore.
5. Narrate the physical appearance of Nissim Ezekiel at School.
6. What does ‘Tejuri’ refer to? 2 Who is Miss Leela Benare?
7. Who is Mr. Ponkshe?
8. Whatis Nativism and Hendeiatiem?
9. What is the impact of caste on literature in India?
10. What is Tagore asking God in his verse 36?
11. How is the identity issue put forth by Nissim Ezekiel in his poem “Background Casually”?
12. How is the journey described by Arun Kolatkar?
13. According to Ponkshe, what did Benare tell about Sukhatme?
14. Why was Ambedkar’s speech withdrawn?
15. How does Deshpande’s novel focus on woman’s awareness of her predicament?
16. How are the minor characters in “The Painter of Signs” entrapped by the activities and
viewpoints they espouse?
17. Define the term Indian Literature.
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18. How is the literary tradition in India?
19. What does culture include?
20. How can the human soul reach God?
21. What is the recurrent image in the poem “Hawk”?
22. Who are the spectators of the danes in “Eunuchs”?
23. What is Benare’s views ci children?
24. How do the others behave when Ponkshe looks for the lavatory?
25. According to Sri Aurobindo, what is renaissance in India?
SECTION-B (5 Marks)

1. Write a short note on Indian Classical literary tradition.
2. Attempt a critical appreciation of Tagore’s “Gitanjali” song number 36.
3. Consider “Background autobiographical poem.
4. Sketch the character of Balu Rokde.
5. Discuss ‘Indian Renaissance’.
6. Examine Narayan’s use of “Romantic irony” in his novel ‘The painter of signs’.
7. Discuss the major themes of Pudumaipittan’s “Teaching”.
8. How was the impact of Colonialism on India?
9. Summarize Tagore’s verse 12, ‘Time my journey’.
10. The Hawk is a metaphor “as people did to me so I shall now do to them’. Explain.
11. What is the significance of the English song sung by Benare?
12. What does Ambedkar put forth in his speech extract 5 from ‘Annihilation of Caste’?
13. How far do you think is the translation of ‘Purananoor’ rendered effectively?
14. Summarize “The Sorley Episode” from a critical perspective.
15. How did the British help in the glorious past of India?
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16. What were the socio-cultural issues as far as caste was concerned?
17. How according to Tagore did God’s grace make him feel at home?
18. Does “Background Casually” present a chronology of significant experiences? Give your
answer.
19. Describe the incidents that lessen the seriousness of the court in “Silence ! the court is in
session”.
20. Consider Smita as an insensitive slavish wife in “The Dark Holds No Terror”.
21. Comment on the translation of Purananooru.
22. What was the impact of English on Indian culture?
23. Trace the rise of Nationalism in India.
24. Summarize Tagore’s verse 12, ‘The Time my Journey Takes’.
25. Write on the content of “Eunuchs’.
26. What is the significance of the English gong sung by Benare?
27. Describe Raman’s meeting with Daisy.
28. Summarize Kapilar’s “Akananooru”.
SECTION-C (10 Marks)

1. Give an account of the socio-cultural issues in India.
2. Justify the title “Gitanjali”.
3. Attempt a critical essay on kamala Das’ poem “Eunuchs’.
4. Sketch the character of Mr. Sukhatme. .
5. How did Ambedkar condemn the caste system in India?
6. Explain how Deshpande portrays the state of women in Indian society in her novel “The Dark
Holds No Terror”?
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7. The impact of English studies in India.
8. Consider Tagore as a humanist citing references from the verses prescribed for you.
9. How does the “The Scratch” depict that, merely by scratching a stone at Jejuri, a pilgrim would
come
10. Do you think that Kamala Das’ poem is an expression of the barrenness of her love life? Justify
your answer.
11. Comment on the dramatic techniques employed in “Silence! The Court is in Session”.
12. “The Dark Holds No Terror” is reflective of the feminist aspirations. Explain.
13. Impact of Colonialism on the spread of English in India.
14. Summarize Keki Daruwalla’s “Hawk” in a critical manner.
15. Critically analyse Kamala Das’ poem.
16. .What are the dramatic techniques employed in “Silence! The Court is in Session”?
17. Write a note on the vignettes of small town life as delineated by Narayan in “The Painter of
Signs”.
18. How does Pudumaipittan’s story present a total Breversal of opinion about yogic practices and
the phenomenon of Samadhi in the minds of a western doctor and his friend?
19. What are the socio-cultural issues involved with regard to gender, caste and religion?
20. Write on Dr. Viswanath and Dr. Wilkinson’s relationship in “Teaching”
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